
Olivia sees that her store is 

the outlier. It’s time to 

reach out to her team.

She scrolls to leave a note*

Olivia saves her comment, 

automatically updating her 

team due to share settings. 

Taps Save

Olivia sees a notification 

from Qualtrics that her 

CSAT dropped to 7.5!

She taps VIEW

Next she looks to see if the 

drop is regional. She starts 

with the regional map.

She scans the data

First, she looks to see if 

she has a significant 

sample size. 

She swipes to scroll down

When she rotates her device 

90° the data views expand to 

fill the horizontal format.

She can pinch and zoom to 

get a closer look. Tap again 

closes the tooltip.

The app loads, skipping 

log in*, since she is already 

on her own phone.

*If login is always required, enable 
finger print authentification.

She filters down* to focus 

on first-time customers 

and stores in her area.

She applies the filter

Olivia wants to let her team 

know where to look next.

She types a message

She opts for the talk to text 

feature* if she doesn’t 

want to tap out the note.

Olivia wants to let her team 

know where to look next. A 

screenshot of the 

dashboard shows up as an 

attachment 

She sends a message

Olivia will follow-up with her team 

off line and around their screens 

(likely desktop) to investigate 

further into the CSAT drop.

Next, they will look into topics to see 

if there are trends there (e.g., 

Inventory-related), and/or at close 

loop for an increase or change in 

ticket volume or resolution time, and 

so on until the issue is addressed.

*Filtering down to state would require 
more steps not yet shown.

With a single tap, she sees 

the exact metric. Single tap 

again closes the tool tip.

*Navigation to the notes feature not yet 
shown.

*This also tends to be available at the 
operating level in the keyboard; we may 
not need a separate feature for it.
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Alternate path to share/alert team directly from the notification screen

Notification

6:45

CX Dashboard

CX Dashboard (scrolled)

�
SWIPE

( )

TAP

Auto authentication. 
If fails, show login screen

CX Dashboard - Filters*

( )

TAP

CX Dashboard - Filtered

( )

TAP

CX Dashboard - Notes

06 June 6:58am

|

( )

TAP

Email App

Opens email app with pre-filled but 

replaceable content.

⟲
ROTATE

⟳
ROTATE

CX Dashboard - Add Note

CX Dashboard - Talk to Text

06 June 6:58am

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

consectetur adipiscing elit, sed 

do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut 

labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut 

enim ad minim veniam|

( )

TAP

Message populates 
Via talk to text functionality

Message populates 
Via standard keyboard input
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Zoomed in view

Shows more data detail (e.g., like 

zooming in on a map would)

⇽⇾
STRETCH

⇾⇽
PINCH

Notification

Cute message about loading data

(( ))

TAP TAP

Team is notified.

Qualtrics

CSAT dropped to 7.5 this week

VIEW DASHBOARD         SHARE VIA EMAIL
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Filter Results

Overall Satisfaction

516 Responses

7.51 10

OSat Trended
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Regional Comparison
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West

Northeast

Midwest

South

Repeat Customer 6.0 6.0 23,459

Regional Comparison

6                7                 8                 9                10

West

Northeast

Midwest

South

Value of Repeat Customers

Customer Average Average
Type Satisfaction OSat Purchase ($)

First-time 6.0 6.0 5,665
customer

Repeat 6.0 6.0 23,459
Customer

Filter Results
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Zoomed in view

Shows more data detail (e.g., like 

zooming in on a map would)

parison
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TAP

Location:  Midwest
Average Sat:  9.6

Double tap to filter by this location

Filter Results

Olivia now sees states within 

the midwest location.
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9.8

9.2
9.6

8.6

Regional Comparison

MN

OH

KS

NE

IL

Repeat Customer 6.0 6.0 23,459Filtered by:  Location (Midwest)

Regional Comparison

6                7                 8                 9                10

West

Northeast

Midwest

South

Value of Repeat Customers

Customer Average Average
Type Satisfaction OSat Purchase ($)

First-time 6.0 6.0 5,665
customer

Repeat 6.0 6.0 23,459
Customer

First purchase: Fist-time Customer

Location: Midwest

Contractor: All

Sat Wait Time: 1 to 7

Region: All

Purchase Date: All Time

Reset to Default

Filter Results
Customer Average Average
Type Satisfaction OSat Purchase ($)

First-time 6.0 6.0 111
customer

Filtered by:  First Purchase, Location

Regional Comparison

Tony 
Wonder

Sitwell 
Enterprises

Bob Loblaw

Gobias 
Industries

Tobia’s 
Queen…

Gobias

6               7                8                 9                10

<   Add a Note Save <   Add a Note Save

06 June 6:58am

Words appear as you speak|

<   Add a Note Save0

Note saved & shared 
Olivia’s share settings notify 

dashboard users of this new note.

olivia@companyname.com

Olivia is sharing a snapshot of ABC 
Customer Dashboard with you.
 

Customer Satisfaction Score drops to 7.5

View Dashboard

CSAT Scenario
Olivia’s see a notification that her CSAT score has 
fallen below average!

She scrolls through her dashboard to ensure her 
she has a substantial number of responses. Then, 
she looks to see if other stores also saw a drop. 

After confirming the issue is just her store, she 
reaches out to her team for deeper analysis.

Details mobile-specific interactions, views, and 
share functionality.


